i-EVAL: Info about Check-Boxes

Additional Question Modules
- What about those "Check-Boxes" when creating a meeting
In the following, you will find lists of questions that
will automatically be added to your questionnaire
if you choose additional question modules when
creating a meeting (by chechking the "chekboxes").
A new set of questions will be added to the
questionnaire for participants as well as the one for staff members. All added questions are
evidence-based and already translated to German, French and Polish.
So far, question modules do exist only for questionnaire types "Youth Exchange" and "Youth
Exchange (short version)". More modules will be developped and made available as soon as
possible.
No matter how many modules you decide to add to your questionnaire, you might always add
your own questions as well - for further information, see "II.2. Editing a questionnaire".
In the following tables, you find the respective additional items for participants and (in red) staff
members.
"This is a multilateral youth exchange programme."

M705
M725
M729
M713
T708
T710
T712
T726
T730
T732
T754

National cliques should be discouraged.
Participants should have the opportunity to take part in all points of the program despite language barriers.
The staff should ensure that communication in different languages is not a problem - even in arranging free time.
Every participant should also have the right to express him/herself in his/her own language.
Participants from the same country mostly stayed among themselves.
During meals, I often sat with participants from the other countries.
When something was important for me, I could also say it in my own language.
Because of the many languages, I found it difficult to take part in the programme.
The many languages were a problem for social life during our free time.
During our free time we spoke mostly English with each other.
Now I can show where our exchange took place on a map of Europe.

"This is a cultural youth exchange."
M603
M611
M605
M607
T604
T608
T610
T612
T606
T614
T616

When they work together, participants should profit from their different working methods.
Participants should reflect together on the course of their work.
National cliques should be discouraged.
I find the result of the creative work particularly important.
Through the participants from other countries, I learned new ways of being creative.
I was satisfied with the creative process (exercises, workshops, presentations).
It was complicated to achieve a result during the creative work in nationally mixed groups.
After the creative work we shared our experiences of cooperating.
I was satisfied with the creative results.
I liked the ways the creative leaders worked.
The external conditions (rooms, environment, daily schedule) were ideal for our creative work.
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